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Polygraph Examination: 15-0260PR 
Subject: Dino Sajudin 
 
On December 9, 2015, Dino Sajudin submitted to a polygraph examination at the 
request of the National Enquirer. The polygraph examination was conducted at the 
Fairfield Inn located in Stroudsburg, Pennsylvania. 
 
The polygraph examination was being conducted to verify whether the subject 
was being truthful regarding allegations that he had heard while employed at the  
Trump World Towers located in New York City. The subject alleged that he heard from 
other employees that Donald Trump had a child with a female employee identified as 

. 
 
Prior to the pretest interview the subject signed the standard Polygraph Consent Form, 
acknowledging that he was voluntarily submitting to the polygraph examination.  
The polygraph examination was conducted with a Lafayette Instruments LX4000  
Computerized Polygraph Instrument. The various components monitored thoracic and  
abdominal respiratory cycles, electro dermal responses and cardio responses of the 
subject during the examination process. The instrument was fully calibrated to published 
factory standards set forth by the Lafayette Instrument Company. During the examination 
process psychological data is recorded by the polygraph instrument and is later evaluated 
by the polygraph scoring algorithm software, at which time a conclusion is rendered 
regarding the subject’s truthfulness to the relevant examination test questions 
 
 
The Following terms were agreed upon between the subject and the examiner.....   
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No reactions indicative of deception were recorded to the following relevant test 
questions… 
 
1.) “Did you hear from employees and residents of the Trump World Towers that  
         had a child with Donald Trump?” Answer: “Yes” 
 
2.)  "Did you hear from  that  had a child with Donald  
        Trump?" Answer: "Yes" 
 
 3.)  “Did you overhear  saying that  got knocked up by  
         the boss?" Answer: “Yes” 
 
4.)  “Are you telling the truth regarding information that you are providing to the  
        National Enquirer?" Answer: “Yes” 
 

 
 
In conclusion, it is the professional opinion of this examiner based on the subject’s 
reactions to the relevant test questions, that the subject was being truthful 
regarding the above-mentioned issues. 
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